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I. THE FINDINGS OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION'S REVIEW 
OF THE ACOUSTICAL REPORTS PUBLISHED BY THE HOUSE SELECT 
COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS 

l. The analyses of acoustical evidence by Bolt 
Beranek and Newman, Inc., Mark R. Weiss, and 
Ernest Aschkenasy did not scientifically prove 
that a gunshot was fired by a second gunman from 
the grassy knoll area of Dealey Plaza during the 
assassination of President Kennedy on November 22, 
1963. Therefore, the House Select Committee on 
Assassination's finding that “scientific acoustical 
evidence establishes a high probability that two 
gunmen fired at President John F. Kennedy” is invalid. 

The analyses of acoustical evidence by Bolt Beranek 
and Newman, Inc., Mark R. Weiss, and Ernest Aschkenasy 
did not scientifically prove that the Dictabelt 
recording of Channel 1 of the Dallas Police Department 
radio system contains the sounds of gunshots or any 
other sounds originating in Dealey Plaza during the 

assassination of President Kennedy on November 22, 1963. 

~



Il. SUMMARY OF BOLT BERANEK AND NEWMAN, INC., REPORT ENTITLED 
WANALYSIS OF RECORDED SOUNDS RELATING TO THE ASSASSINATION 

OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY,” DATED JANUARY 1979 

In May, 1978, the House Select Committee on Assassinations 
(the Committee) asked Bolt Beranek and Newman, Incorporated, (BBN) 
to conduct an examination of several items of evidence involved in 
the assassination of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy in Dealey 
Plaza, Dallas, Texas, on November 22, 1963. One of the items of 
evidence was a recording made on a Dictabelt recorder which had 
continuously recorded Dallas Police Department (DPD) radio traffic 
on channel 1 directly before, during, and after the assassination 
of President Kennedy. During the assassination the radio of a DPD 
motorcycle, that may have been in the Presidential motorcade, was 
thought to have been stuck in the transmitting mode for approximately 
five minutes. BBN was asked to analyze the recording to determine if 
it contained the sounds of gunfire, and if so, how many gunshots were 
recorded by the DPD Dictabelt recorder and from what locations did 
the gunshots originate. 

BBN used a bandpass and a digital adaptive filter to process 
the DPD channel 1 recording during the specified five minutes, and 
then displayed this enhanced signal in the form of a time-continuous 
waveform. This waveform displayed five impulsive noise patterns 
thought to be different from motorcycle sounds, according to BBN, and 
then the report reflects that four of these patterns appeared to be 
“similar to the expected characteristics of a shock wave and of a 
muzzle blast" of a discharged weapon. The other pattern was eliminated 
as a possible gunshot, according to the report, since it “was suffi- 
ciently different in amplitude and duration as to have been caused by a 
different source." 

The BBN report states that a discharge from a rifle firing a 
supersonic bullet creates two sources of impulsive sound - the muzzle 
blast and the shock wave of the projectile as it travels faster than 
the speed of sound. These two sounds plus the proceeding echoes of 
these sounds reflecting and diffracting off surfaces, such as the 
sides of buildings, the ground, and automobiles, result in a particular 
echo pattern of sound impulses. 

If a gunshot had been sensed by a DPD motorcycle microphone 
then “all sound impulses arriving at the [DPD motorcycle] microphone 
that are loud enough to be heard over the environmental noise would be 
transmitted over the radio connected to the microphone. In this case, 
the environmental noise consisted primarily of the very loud, 
repetitive noise made by the engine of a moving motorcycle...”



. "The loudest sound impulses from gunfire are considerably 
louder than the loudness of speech, for which the [DPD] radio was 
designed to operate. These loud impulses overdrive the radio cir- 
cuitry. Because of the limiting circuits in the radio transmitter, 
very loud- sounds are recorded in distorted fashion and appear as 
much weaker signals than they really are...” 

"After the sounds that are picked up at the microphone 
had been transmitted to the DPD radio receiver, the output of the 
receiver was recorded on a Dictabelt recorder. The circuitry of 
the receiver and the characteristics of the recorder also affected 
the transmitted signals. The recorded loudness of the sounds trans- 
mitted from the motorcycle radio with the stuck microphone were 
additionally affected somewhat by simultaneous transmissions from 
other officers in the motorcade. An FM radio receiver, such as 
the one in DPD headquarters, receives best from the transmitting 
radio having the strongest transmitted signal..." 

"Thus, the effects of severe environmental noise, of the 
limiting circuitry of the radio transmitter, of simultaneous radio 
transmissions, and of the recording characteristics of a Dictabelt 
recorder ‘were such that any waveforms that would emerge from an 
analysis of the tape would be severely distorted." , 

' Tests performed by BBN on a radio system similar to that 
used by the DPD and depicted in Figure 10 of the BBN report showed 
considerable distortion of loud impulsive sounds, such as gunshots, 

which resulted in elimination of impulse peaks, changing the position 
of peaks, and even producing new peaks where no impulse peaks 
previously existed. 

Preliminary tests by BBN determined that the four chosen 
impulse patterns occurred at approximately the same time as the 
known gunshots in Dealey Plaza, that no other sufficiently 
characteristic patterns were located in the pertinent five-minute 

segment, that the time span between the first and fourth patterns 

did not contradict photographic evidence concerning the timing of 

the first. and last gunshots, that the distorted patterns approximated 

test patterns of gunshots, and that the amplitudes of the impulse 
patterns were in the same range as test gunshots. 

‘On August 20, 1978, BBN fired a total of 12 test gunshots 

with weapons located only in the Texas School Book Depository (TSBD) 

and on the grassy knoll area in Dealey Plaza. Using 36 microphones 

located 18 feet apart on Houston and Elm Streets in Dealey Plaza, 

BBN recorded these test gunshot blasts in an effort to reconstruct 

acoustically the impulse patterns recorded by the DPD radio system 

during the assassination of President Kennedy. Even though few 

physical changes had been made in Dealey Plaza since 1963, producing 

comparable test patterns was very difficult since the impulse 

patterns on the DPD recording were like “badly smudged 'fingerprints'," 

due to the noisy environment in the vicinity of the transmitting DPD 

radio microphone, the poor quality of the DPD recording system, and a 

number of other problems.



  

Using the 12 different test gunshots from the TSBD and 
the grassy knoll and the 36 different microphone locations used 
by BBN, a total of 432 gunshot patterns were recorded (12x36=432). 
These 432 test gunshot patterns were then compared to the impulse 
patterns isolated on the channel 1 DPD recording using the 
statistical analysis technique of binary correlation. "The 
binary correlation coefficient of two sequences is a number that 
is exactly 1.0 if the sequences are identical and that rapidly 
approaches zero as they grow more dissimilar." This comparison 
provided a total of 15 matches with a correlation coefficient 
equal to or exceeding 0.6; however, the expected average number 
of false matches for such a comparison was 13, due to random 
noise impulses present throughout the DPD tape. 

BBN then stated that at least six of the 15 correlations 
were false matches, because one gunshot would have been fired at 
the wrong target, one would have occurred only 1.05 seconds after 
earlier correlations which is too fast a firing rate for the tested 
rifle, three would have required a motorcycle with the open micro-~ 
phone to travel at 16 mph, and one would have required the motorcycle 

to travel at 55 mph. The motorcade was thought to have been traveling 

at approximately 11 mph. The remaining nine. correlations sufficiently 

matched the four designated impulse patterns on the DPD recording to 

show a DPD microphone location varying between 120 and 160 feet behind 

the Presidential limousine. Further, the BBN analysis found that the 

four impulse patterns may have been gunshots fired as follows: 

"). time 0.0 sec - one shot from the [TSBD]) ... "* 

"2. time 1.6 sec ~ one shot from the TSBD ... ”* 

"3, time 7.8 sec ~ one shot from behind the fence 

on the knoll... "* 

"4. time 8.3 sec - one shot from the TSBD ... 

The BBN conclusions were presented in oral testimony to the 

Committee on September 11, 1978, reflecting that the radio on a DPD 

motorcycle in the Presidential motorcade had received and transmitted 

the four specified impulse sounds, and that each of these impulse 

sounds was possibly a gunshot. Due to the false matches produced by 

the binary correlation detector at a "50%" rate per match, the 

probabilities, according to BBN, that a gunshot occurred at the four 

times are: 

"Shot 1. 88% based on three matches 

Shot 2. 88% based on three matches 

Shot 3. 50% based on one match 

Shot 4. 75% based on two matches.”



  

BBN stated that the probability that all four gunshots 
occurred is only 298%. 

. The final findings of the BBN analysis, which also in- 

Cludes a review of the work of Weiss and Aschkenasy (summarized 

in Section III) are: 

1. The impulse patterns on channel 1 of the DPD radio 

system recording probably include the sounds of four 

gunshots fired in Dealey Plaza on November 22, 1963. 

2. The impulse patterns were received and transmitted 

by a radio mounted on a DPD motorcycle in the Presidential 

motorcade and the motorcycle was located from 120 to 160 

feet behind the Presidential limousine. 

3. "The first probable shot was fired at about 12:30:47 

from the TSBD .. . [but] no conclusion can be drawn 

about whether this first acoustic disturbance was due to 

a rifle or to a sound impulse as loud as the report of a 

rifle..." 

4. "The second probable shot was fired about 1.6 sec 

after the first one, also from the TSBD .. ." 

5. "The third probable shot was fired about 7.6 sec 

after the first one, and it was fired from behind the 

fence upon the 'grassy knoll' .. . [and] the third 

shot is probably from a rifle." 

6. "The fourth probable shot was fired about 8.3 sec 

after the first one, and it was fired from the TSBD.. . 

{and] the fourth shot is probably from a rifle." 

7. “Additional police radio transmissions are inter- 

mittently recorded on the tape during and after the 

last two probable shots. These transmissions contribute 

a few electrical impulses to the noise background in which 

the impulses of gunfire are set. However, these noise 

impulses are too few in number to have a material effect 

on the accuracy by which the echo patterns of the acous- 

tical reconstruction match the impulse patterns on the 

DPD tape."
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SUMMARY OF MR. MARK R. WEISS AND MR. ERNEST ASCHKENASY'S REPORT 

ENTITLED “AN ANALYSIS OF RECORDED SOUNDS RELATING TO THE 

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY," DATED FEBRUARY 1979 

On October 24, 1978, the Committee authorized Mark R. 
Weiss and Ernest Aschkenasy, Department of Computer Science, 
Queens College, City University of New York, to conduct an 
independent analysis of specified sounds recorded on channel 1 
of the DPD radio system. The purpose of the analysis was to 
determine with greater accuracy whether certain sounds on the 
DPD recording were indicative of a gunshot from the grassy knoll 
in Dealey Plaza, Dallas, Texas, on November 22, 1963, during the 
assassination of President Kennedy. The BBN report (summarized 
in Section II) had reflected "that, with a probability of 50 per- 
cent, the recording contains sounds of a gunshot, or at least 
sounds as loud as a gunshot, fired from the so-called grassy 
knoll area of Dealey Plaza in Dallas; they were received by a 
microphone on a DPD motorcycle that was moving on Elm Street at a 
speed of about 11 mph in the same direction as the Presidential 
motorcade.” 

To conduct their analysis, Weiss and Aschkenasy received 
‘from the Committee high quality magnetic tape copies of the DPD 
recording, a high quality tape copy of the gunshot sounds recorded 
by BBN during the acoustical reconstruction tests performed in 
Dealey Plaza on August 20, 1978, a topographical survey map of 
Dealey Plaza (scale: 1 inch to 10 feet), a map of Dealey Plaza 
(scale: 1 inch to 40 feet) with microphone locations used by BBN 
in their gunshot reconstruction tests, and aerial and ground-level 
photographs of Dealey Plaza and the surrounding areas. The 
Committee also provided them with additional information “such as 
the heights of buildings in Dealey Plaza, the distance to objects 
not shown on the maps, the location of the DPD shooter during the 
BBN reconstruction experiment and the air temperature in Dealey 
Plaza at the time of the assassination and during the reconstruction 
experiment." 

Weiss and Aschkenasy's report reflects that during the 
assassination of President Kennedy the radio of a DPD motorcycle, 
that may have been in the Presidential motorcade, was thought to 
have been stuck in the transmitting mode for approximately five 
minutes. During this five-minute interval, staticlike sounds that 
might be distorted gunshots were heard, including the impulse 
pattern that BBN had identified as having a 50% probability of 
being a gunshot or an equally loud sound in the area of the grassy 
knoll in Dealey Plaza. Weiss and Aschkenasy attempted to determine 
whether these staticlike sounds represented a gunshot sound and not 
another type of loud sound, whether the origin of these sounds could 
be more precisely located on the map, and whether a higher probability 

value could be computed.



  

Weiss and Aschkenasy state in their report "if we now 
assume that the sound source (the gun) and the listener are 
located in a typical urban environment, with a number of randomly 
spaced echo-producing structures, it is possible to see that the 
pattern of sounds a listener will hear will be complex and unique 
for any given pair of gun and listener locations. For example, 
assuming a fixed location of a listener, the echoes that he hears 
and the times at which he hears them will be related uniquely to 
the location of the gun, since for each different location of the 
gun, even though the distances from the listener to the various 
echo-producing objects are the same, the distances from these 
objects to each gun location are different. Consequently, the 
times at which the echoes are heard will be different for each 
location of the gun. Similarly, assuming a fixed location of 
the gun, any change in the location of the listener will change 
the distances between him and the echo-producing structures, and 
thus the timing of the pattern of sounds he hears. If the 
listener is in motion as the muzzle blast and the various echo 
sounds reach him, the times at which he hears the muzzle blast and 

its echoes will be related uniquely to his location when he hears 

each sound. . . The ‘listener’ that we have discussed, of course, 

could be either a human ear or a microphone. If a microphone receives 

the sounds and they are subsequently recorded, the recording becomes 

a picture of the event, not unlike a ‘fingerprint,’ that permanently 

characterizes the original gun and microphone locations." 

Using the topographical map of Dealey Plaza and the BBN 

reconstruction results (test gunshots fired only from the TSBD and 

the grassy knoll), Weiss and Aschkenasy attempted to predict a 

pairing of a shooter and a microphone that would produce a sound 

pattern that would match the specified impulse pattern on the DPD 

recording. To calculate these predicted echo-delay sequences or 

patterns of a particular shooter and microphone location in Dealey 

Plaza, three pieces of information were needed: "(1) Which objects 

in Dealey Plaza would produce echoes in the region of interest on 

Elm Street for a gun fired from the vicinity of the grassy knoll[?]; 

(2) how far these objects were from the locations of the gun and 

of the microphone[?]; and (3) what was the speed of sound under the 

conditions for which the echo travel times were to be predicted[?].“ 

First, a close examination of the topographical map revealed many 

of the reflecting and diffracting surfaces within Dealey Plaza. 

Second, direct measurement on the map determined the distances 

from the gun to the reflecting and diffracting surfaces and then 

to the microphone location. Third, the speed of sound was determined 

to be approximately 1,123 feet per second, principally by using the 

known air temperature near Dealey Plaza on November 22, 1963, of 

approximately 65 degrees Fahrenheit.



To make a comparison of predicted echo-delay patterns 
to the specified pattern on the DPD recording, the error in time 
accuracy of the DPD recording had to be determined. Weiss and 
Aschkenasy used a plus or minus 1.0% error for the speed of sound 
due to temperature variations (plus or minus 10 degrees Fahrenheit) 
and a minus 4.0% to minus 6.0% error for speed variations on the DPD 
Dictabelt recorder, since the average speed of the recorder over a 
15-minute segment was 5.0% too slow. These two errors combined to 
give a maximum possible time error range of minus 3.0% to minus 7.08%. 
Weiss and Aschkenasy then state that since any value within this 
Maximum error range is “"...theoretically valid, it was permissible 
to choose the value between those limits that created the best 
match between the impulse and [predicted] echo sequences;” a minus 
4.3% error factor "...gave the best match, and we therefore used 
that factor." 

“After numerous comparisons between the echo-delay times 
for the sounds on the DPD recording and various predicted patterns 
for assumed motorcycle and shooter locations that did not match, a 
combination of motorcycle and shooter locations was found which 
mathematically produced a predicted pattern that showed strong 
similarities to the pattern of impulses on.the DPD tape. However, 
to determine with a high level of certainty if these two sequences 
of echo-delay times, which were derived from different data, 
represented the same source, it was not enough to show that the 

sequences looked alike. They had to be shown to be alike in an 
objective sense, that is, by use of a method of comparison that 
disregarded potentially misleading appearances. Such a method 
{according to Weiss and Aschkenasy] was provided by a computation 
of the binary correlation coefficient of the two sequences. The 
binary correlation coefficient of two sequences is a number that 
is exactly 1.0 if the sequences are identical and that rapidly 
approaches zero as they grow more dissimilar. As used in this 
analysis, the binary correlation coefficient takes into account 
the number of echo-delay times in each of the sequences and the 
number of echoes that coincide. Echoes iu the two sequences are 
said to coincide if their delay times differ by a small amount. 
The smaller this amount, or ‘coincidence window," can be made 
while maintaining a high binary correlation coefficient, the 
greater will be the probability that the DPD sequence represents 
a gunshot from the grassy knoll.” 

According to Weiss and Aschkenasy, the binary correlation 
coefficient is defined as the number of echoes that coincide between 
the predicted echoes and the specified sound impulses on the DPD 
recording using the coincidence window, divided by the square root 
of the product of the total number of predicted echoes and the 
total number of sound impulses. 
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Weiss and Aschkenasy then made two comparisons between 
the pattern of impulses, specified as possibly the third gunshot 
by BBN, and the most similar predicted echo pattern as computed 
on the topographical map for a particular shooter and microphone 
pair. The first comparison was between the DPD recorded impulses 
",..that were significantly louder than the average background 
noise [a total of 15] and those predicted echoes that would have 
been recorded with comparable loudness” (a total of 13). Eleven 
of the recorded impulses and predicted echoes matched (with 
“impulse peaks that [were] less than one millisecond apart 
considered to be part of the same impulse"), which produced a 
binary correlation coefficient of 0.79 (11 divided by the square 
root of {13 x 15]). "In the other comparison, the delay times of 
all the recorded sounds [18] and of all of the predicted echoes 
[12], up to a total delay of 50 milliseconds from the muzzle blast, 
were compared." Eleven of the echoes and impulses matched, which 
produced a binary correlation coefficient of 0.75 (11 divided by 
the square root of [12 x 18]). 

"In both of the comparisons described above, the coin- 
cidence window was set at plus or minus 1 millisecond. That is, 
a measured echo-delay time and a predicted one were said to 
coincide only if they were no more than 1 millisecond apart. 
For sequences that correlated at levels greater than 0.7 with a 
coincidence window of plus or minus 1 millisecond, the statistical 
probability was 95 percent or more that the sequences represented 
the same source ~- a sound as loud as a gunshot from the grassy 
knoll. Put alternatively, the probability that the sounds on the 
DPD recording were generated by sources other than a sound as loud 

as a gunshot originating from, the grassy knoll is 5 percent or less." 

The findings of Weiss and Aschkenasy concerning the 

specific sounds on the DPD recording are: 
1 

"1. The recording very probably contains the sound of a 

gunshot that was fired from the grassy knoll. The 

probability of this event is computed to be at least 

95 percent. 

"2. The microphone that picked up the sounds of the 
probable gunshot was on Elm Street and was moving at a 
speed of about 11 miles per hour in the same direction 
as the motorcade. At the time the probable gunshot was 
fired, the microphone was at a point about 97 feet south 
of the TSBD and about 27 feet east of the southwest cor- 
ner of the building. (For both distances, the 
uncertainty is about plus or minus 1 foot).
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"3. The probable gunshot was fired from a point along 
the east - west line of the wooden stockade fence on 
the grassy knoll, about 8 feet (plus or minus 5 feet) 
west of the corner of the fence." 

In testimony in a public hearing before the Committee 
on December 29, 1978, Weiss listed two additional findings that 
were not in his report of February, 1979, as follows: 

1978, that he was so sure of their results that 

l. The specified pattern found to be a gunshot from 
the grassy knoll was most likely supersonic, and probably 
fired by a rifle. However, Weiss and Aschkenasy stated 
in their report that no analysis was made "...of the type 
of weapon fired." 

2. The weapon fired on the grassy knoll “...would have 
been fired in a general direction of [President Kennedy's 
Limousine]." 

Aschkenasy stated at the public hearing on December 29, 
"...if someone were 

to tell me that the motorcycle was not in Dealey Plaza, and he was, 
in fact, somewhere else, and he was transmitting from another 
location...I would ask to be told where that location is, and once 
told where it is, I would go there, and one thing I would expect to 
find is a replica of Dealey Plaza at that location. That's the 
only way that it can come out." 
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Iv. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION'S CRITIQUE OF THE FINDINGS 
OF THE ACOUSTICAL ANALYSES PERFORMED BY BOLT BERANEK AND 
NEWMAN, INC., MARK R. WEISS AND ERNEST ASCHKENASY 

A review of the written findings and oral testimony 
of BBN, Weiss and Aschkenasy reflects that the following two 
basic, underlying premises must both be valid for their findings 
to be accurate: , 

1. That the specified impulsive information recorded 
on Channel 1 of the DPD radio system during the 
assassination of President Kennedy on November 22, 
1963, must have originated in or very near Dealey 
Plaza, Dallas, Texas.* If this premise is not true, 
then the information analyzed could not have been 
generated within Dealey Plaza, and thus the findings 
of BBN, Weiss and Aschkenasy concerning the gun- 
shots fired during the Presidential assassination 
would be invalid. 

2. That the four specified impulsive patterns identified 
by BBN on the DPD recording are gunshot blasts, and 
are not other sounds or electrical impulses produced 
internally by the DPD radio system. The third 
designated impulse pattern was the only one utilized 
by Weiss and Aschkenasy in their analysis. If this 
premise is not true, then the information analyzed 
did not represent gunshots, and thus the findings of 
BBN, Weiss and Aschkenasy concerning the possible 
gunshots fired during the Presidential assassination 
would be invalid. 

There are at least two known acoustical and one non- 
acoustical method that could determine whether the four specified 
impulsive patterns on the DPD recording originated from Dealey Plaza, 
Dallas, Texas, during the Presidential assassination on November 22, 
1963. If it can be shown acoustically that the other information on 
the DPD recording just before, during, and just after the pertinent 
time period was exclusively from Dealey Plaza, then there is a very 
high probability that the four impulsive patterns also represent 
sounds produced in Dealey Plaza. It can also be acoustically proven 
that the patterns represent sounds from Dealey Plaza if the information 
being analyzed is unique to Dealey Plaza, to the exclusion of all other 
locations within the range of the DPD radio system. The non-acoustical 
method requires proof from eyewitness testimony. 

*That is, the impulsive sound must have been loud enough to have been 

received within Dealey Plaza. 
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The first acoustical method cannot be used to validate 
that the designated impulsive information originated in Dealey 
Plaza, since other sounds during the pertinent portion either did not 

originate from Dealey Plaza or their origin is unknown. The two 
reports to the Committee reflect that a carillon bell is heard 

approximately seven seconds after the last gunshot and no known 

carillon bells have been located in the vicinity of Dealey Plaza; 

that "...there are brief voice signals from other remote trans- 

mitters. Sometimes these signals are too faint to be understood,... 

sometimes they are loud but very distorted, and sometimes they are 

quite intelligible. These competing transmissions are often, but 

not always, accompanied by heterodynes, which are tones caused by 

slight differences in frequency among the competing transmitters;" 

and that no sounds are heard on the recording that would reflect 

that the specific information originated in Dealey Plaza, such as 

crowds cheering, recognizable voices, etc. Clearly this method 

does not show that the designated patterns originated from Dealey 

Plaza, and in fact, reflects contrary information. 

The second acoustical method utilizing the alleged 

uniqueness of the designated sounds as applied by Weiss and 

Aschkenasy, also cannot validate that the impulsive information 

is from Dealey Plaza. Weiss and Aschkenasy stated that “If we 

now assume that the sound source (the gun) and the listener are 

located in a typical urban environment, with a number of 

randomly spaced echo-producing structures, it is possible to see 

that the pattern of sounds a listener will hear will be complex 

and unique for any given pair of gun and listener locations.” 

Other than explaining this statement in more detail, they do not 

provide any empirical or theoretical data to prove this uniqueness. 

By locating the sound source in the general vicinity of 

the grassy knoll and the listener in the approximate location of 

the motorcycles in the Presidential motorcade, Weiss and Aschkenasy 

then computed the expected delay times for different echo paths using 

string on the topographical survey map of Dealey Plaza. The echo 

delay times occur because it takes a longer period of time for a 

sound to travel from the sound source to a reflecting surface and to 

the listener, than to go directly from the sound source to the 

listener. By shifting the sound source and listener locations 

slightly, they computed the best match with the impulsive pattern on 

the DPD recording by maximizing the binary correlation coefficient, 

a statistical analysis which equals 1.0 when two sequences match 

perfectly. In one correlation of the first 50 milliseconds, Weiss 

and Aschkenasy compared the impulsive pattern of 18 impulse peaks 

on the DPD recording, each with a very wide plus or minus 1 

millisecond window, to the 12 computed echo delay times, and found 11 

matching peaks which, according to them, results in a probability of 

95% or better that the impulsive pattern on the DPD recording matches 

the predicted echo pattern in Dealey Plaza. in other words, the



  

predicted sequence for a gunshot fired on the grassy knoll in 
Dealey Plaza and received by a microphone on a DPD motorcycle, 
also in Dealey Plaza, matches the designated impulsive sequence 
on the DPD recording with a probability of 95% or better. It is 
noted that the 18 impulse peaks, each with a plus or minus one 
millisecond-wide window, would result in approximately 36 milli- 
seconds of the 50-millisecond time period being covered by the 
windows of the DPD impulses, since Weiss and Aschkenasy considered 
impulse peaks less than 1 millisecond apart to be part of the same 
peak. 

In November, 1979, a violent confrontation occurred 
between members of the Ku Klux Klan, the Nazi Party, and the 
Communist Workers Party in a residential area of Greensboro, N. C., 
in which five people were killed (the FBI investigation in this 
matter is being handled under the caption "GREENKIL"). Using 
professional equipment, local TV personnel on the scene filmed and 
video taped the events as they happened, including known gunshots 
and other impulsive sounds that were not gunshots. One of the 
known gunshots in GREENKIL was compared by FBI acoustical experts 
to the alleged third shot on the DPD recording, using the same 
correlation method advocated by BBN, Weiss and Aschkenasy. A 
probability of 95% or better was found that this gunshot in 
Greensboro, N. C., in November, 1979, also represents the same 
impulsive pattern found on the DPD recording during the Presidential 
assassination in November, 1963. 

If Weiss and Aschkenasy had used slightly smaller windows 
of plus or minus 0.9 millisecond instead of 1.0 millisecond windows, 
their binary correlation coefficient would have dropped to 0.54, or 
a probability of only 44% that the sound pattern on the DPD recording 
would match the predicted echo sequence from the grassy knoll; whereas 
the plus or minus 0.9 millisecond windows would have resulted in the 
same 95% or better probability for the gunshot in the Greensboro, N. C. 
matching the impulsive pattern on the DPD recording. In other words, 
using the 0.9 millisecond windows and the binary correlation method 
advocated by BBN, Weiss, and Aschkenasy, the gunshot in 1979 in 
Greensboro, N. C. had a much higher probability of matching the 
designated pattern recorded on the DPD recording than the predicted 
echo pattern of a gunshot from the grassy knoll in Dealey Plaza. 

Aschkenasy stated in his oral testimony that if another 
sound pattern was found that matched the designated pattern on the 
DPD recording, he "...would expect to find...a replica of Dealey 
Plaza at that location. That's the only way that it can come out." 
However, Dealey Plaza is an urban area with small parks, tall buildings 
and a number of intersecting wide streets; whereas, the residential 
area in Greensboro, N. C. has two narrow streets meeting in a "T" 
intersection, one- and two-story buildings, and small residential lots 
with fences. The residential area in Greensboro, N. C. is definitely 
not a replica of Dealey Plaza. 
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The analysis in the GREENKIL investigation clearly disproves 

the uniqueness assumption, as applied by BBN, Weiss and Aschkenasy, to 

show that the impulsive patterns originated in Dealey Plaza. The 

unplanned occurrence of a gunshot in a residential section of 

Greensboro, N. C. 16 years after the Kennedy assassination produces 

an excellent match, using the binary correlation method employed by 

BBN, Weiss and Aschkenasy, with the designated pattern on the DPD 

recording that is allegedly the gunshot from the grassy knoll. It is 

probable then to expect that many of the urban areas within range of 

the DPD recording system could produce numerous sets of sound sources 

and microphone locations that would have a very high correlation when 

compared with the patterns on the DPD recording. 

A third, nonacoustical method to determine that the 

information came from Dealey Plaza is by eyewitnesses who can 

testify that a DPD motorcycle microphone was "stuck open" in 

Dealey Plaza on channel 1 and that the information from this 

particular microphone was being received and exclusively recorded 

at DPD Headquarters. No conclusive testimony to support this 

eyewitness method was presented to the Committee. 

Therefore, BBN, Weiss and Aschkenasy did not prove that 

the information on the DPD recording during the Presidential 

assassination on November 22, 1963, originated in or very near Dealey 

Plaza, Dallas, Texas. 
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To prove that a particular sound is a gunshot blast, some 
unique characteristics must be found that differentiates a gunshot 
blast from other sounds, especially ones that are impulsive. Weiss 
and Aschkenasy stated in their written report that “the most effective 
and most reliable" characteristic to determine if a sound is a gunshot 
and not some other like sound "is the sequence of delay times of the 
muzzle-blast echoes." However, in contradiction of their written 
report, Weiss in oral testimony before the Committee on December 29, 
1978, stated that "...not so much the echo pattern as the evidence of 

a [supersonic] shock wave..." would differentiate a gunshot from 
other impulsive sounds. Again contradicting themselves, Weiss and 
Aschkenasy stated in their written report that they made no serious 
examination to determine if there was a shock wave present before 
the designated third pattern on the DPD recording. It is not 
possible to determine from the above which method, if any, Weiss 
and Aschkenasy used to determine if an impulsive pattern represents 
a gunshot blast. 

If Weiss and Aschkenasy used "...the sequence of delay 

times" as "the most effective and most reliable" characteristic to 

determine if an impulsive sound is a gunshot, then their theory 

fails. Figure 1 shows a known gunshot pattern and figures 2 and 3 

show patterns from other impulsive-type sounds in the GREENKIL 

investigation, all with a set of delay echoes; therefore this 

empirical data reflects that other impulsive sounds also produce 

echoes off buildings, vehicles, etc. Scientific literature also 

reflects that all sounds, especially impulsive, produce diffractions 

and reflections or echoes off hard surfaces. . 

; If Weiss and Aschkenasy used the presence of a “shock wave" 

as the best characteristic to determine if an impulsive sound is a 

gunshot, then their theory again fails. Analysis in the GREENKIL 

examination determined that to detect a shock wave accurately is very 

difficult, even under high quality forensic conditions, since the 

shock wave itself produces a set of delay echoes which combine and 

change many of the characteristics of the muzzle blast sound signal. 

Under the poor conditions encountered on the DPD recording, making 

any statements concerning the shock wave would be extremely 

questionable. This may be why Weiss and Aschkenasy decided not to 

comment on the possible presence of a shock wave in their written 

report. Dr. Barger, in his oral testimony before the Committee on 

December 29, 1978, stated that there is a 75% to 80% chance that a 

shock wave exists before the distorted waveform examined by Weiss 

and Aschkenasy on the DPD recording. Again the distorted waveform 

examined on the DPD recording cannot support even this lower 

percentage estimate.



    

  
Figure 2, Waveform of a stick hitting an ‘object in GREENKIL. 
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Figure 3. Waveform of a stick hitting an object in GREENKIL.



There is no proof provided by BBN, Weiss and Aschkenasy 
that the four patterns on the DPD recording represent gunshot 
blasts and not some other sounds or electrical impulses produced 

internally by the DPD radio system. 

Since both necessary premises were not proven by BBN, 

Weiss and Aschkenasy, then their findings must be considered 

invalid. They neither proved that the impulses on the DPD 

recording were generated within Dealey Plaza nor that they were 

the sounds of gunshots. Therefore, the Committee's finding that 

"scientific acoustical evidence establishes a high probability 

that two gunmen fired at President John F. Kennedy” is also invalid. 
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Numerous other problem areas and inconsistencies were 

noted in the reports of BBN and Weiss and Aschkenasy, including 
the following: 

1. Weiss and Aschkenasy stated on page 14 of their 

written report that “Impulse peaks that are less than 1 milli- 
second apart are considered to be part of the same impulse.” 
However, in Table 4 on page 27 of their report they listed 
separate impulses at 19.3 and 20.1 milliseconds, which are only 
0.8 milliseconds apart. 

2. Figure 10 on page 76 of the BBN report reflects the 
considerable convolutional change that occurs to the sound of a 
gunshot blast transmitted and recorded by a police radio system 
similar to the one used by the DPD in 1963. This considerable 
change in the sound pattern is such that accurate analysis of any 

impulsive sounds produced by this system would be very difficult. 

3. No known microscopic examination of the original 
DPD Dictabelt has been conducted to determine if any of the 
patterns analyzed may have been caused by surface imperfections 

on the Dictabelt and then distorted by the equipment's poor 
amplification system. . 

4. BBN eliminated a number of possibly useful impulsive 

patterns because they presupposed that gunshots originating on the 

grassy knoll and in the TSBD were aimed at President Kennedy and 

that these gunshot sounds were transmitted by a DPD motorcycle 

microphone located in the Presidential motorcade. One pattern was 

not further analyzed because it would represent a gunshot "...fired 

in a direction opposite to that of the logical target." Another 

pattern was eliminated “...because it occurred only 1.05 sec later 

than earlier correlations also obtained from the TSBD. The rifle 

cannot be fired that rapidly.“ BBN did not consider whether a 

second gunman could have been at the same location. Four impulsive 

patterns were eliminated because the specified motorcycle would 

probably be traveling too fast to be in the motorcade; however, the 

impulse could have been received by another motorcycle with an open 

microphone or in another part of the city. In other words, six 

other gunshots may have occurred in Dealey Plaza, according to the 

BBN analysis, though not necessarily aimed at President Kennedy or 

received by the specified motorcycle. 

5. Weiss and Aschkenasy, after determining that the 

error range for temperature and recorder speed variations was minus 

3.0% to minus 7.0%, stated that a minus 4.3% correction “gave the best 

match, and we therefore, used that factor." Rigorous scientific 

research would not allow adjusting the error factor to make the — 

best fit with the presupposed positions of a sound source and a 

listener. 
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V. REPLY TO DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE REQUESTS OF NOVEMBER 8, 1979 

By letter dated November 8, 1979, from Robert L. Keuch, 

Special Counsel to the Attorney General, to the Director, FBI, and 

captioned “Report of the Select Committee on Assassinations,” the 

following requests were made of the FBI's Technical Services Division. 

1. Provide any information concerning the theory and 

application of acoustical principles as they relate to the analysis 

of the DPD tape. 

2. Advise whether further scientific tests and analyses 

should be conducted of the DPD recording. If further analyses 

are recommended, advise who should conduct the examinations. 

3. Provide any additional recommendations that are 

pertinent to the acoustical examinations. 

Sections II, III, and IV of this review set forth a 

summary of the acoustical reports of BBN and Weiss and Aschkenasy, 

and a critique of their reports. The critique reflects that these 

acoustical reports failed to scientifically prove the location or even 

the existence of any gunshots on the DPD recording made during the 

assassination of President Kennedy. The critique also lists a number 

of other major faults in the acoustical reports of BBN and Weiss and 

Aschkenasy; however, to list and document all of the numerous errors 

found would require a considerable amount of time beyond that presently 

available to Technical Services Division personnel. 

Visual examination of the waveforms displayed in the 

acoustical reports reflect that they are of very poor quality, 

probably due to the limited quality of the transmitting, receiving, 

and recording facilities of the DPD radio system. Due to this poor 

quality, it is considered highly unlikely that any valid scientific 

conclusions would be reached as to the exact nature of the designated 

impulsive patterns recorded on the DPD Dictabelt or their sources. 

If the Department of Justice (DOJ) decides that a 

thorough examination should be conducted of the DPD recording, 

even with the high probability that no valid conclusions could be 

reached, then the choices are very restricted. The organization 

or independent consultant conducting such an examination must have 

considerable knowledge and the appropriate experience in the fields 

of forensic acoustics, especially as it relates to gunshot blasts; 

forensic signal analysis; tape recorder and microphone theory; 

radio communications, RF propagation, receivers and antennas; forensic 

firearms and ballistics; digital signal processing; and statistical 

analysis. The organization or consultant would also need a high 

speed digital processing system, a complete forensic acoustics 

laboratory, a firearms test range, and appropriate radio equipment, 

tape recorders, microphones, and digital waveform analysis equipment. 

° 
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The FBI's Signal Analysis Unit, in the Engineering Section of the Technical Services Division has been involved on a full-time basis in the fields of forensic acoustics, Signal analysis, ballistics, and engineering for a number of years. FBI acoustical experts have 
examined and analyzed a number of recordings containing gunshots and 
other impulsive-type sounds. In the GREENKIL investigation, the FBI 
acoustically examined over 100 impulsive-type sounds that had been 
recorded on site in Greensboro, N. C., with professional recording 
equipment. The examination determined that 39 gunshots had been 
fired and specified the location of each gunshot fired by members of 
the Ku Klux Klan, the Nazi Party, and Communist Workers Party. This 
examination took approximately one and one half man-years and the 
results were presented in criminal court in Greensboro, N. C., in 
September, 1980, by an FBI acoustical expert. The FBI has the 
necessary expertise, but a full scale examination of the acoustic 
evidence, including additional tests, if needed, in Dealey Plaza, 
would be a tremendous undertaking, especially considering the 
probable inconclusive results. It would take at least two to three 
years, require 10 ~ 12 man-years.of work, cost in excess of $1,000,000 
for travel and specialized equipment and require a number of new 
personnel to be assigned to the Signal Analysis Unit of the Engineering 
Section to replace the experts that would be involved on the project. 

Due to the very limited quality of the DPD Dictabelt 
recording, and the remote possibility that further scientific 
research would produce valid results, no additional recommendations 
are being made at this time. 
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Notre Bame Law School 

Notre Dame, Gndiana 46556 ad 

DIRECT DIAL NUMBER 

c219) 283-4216 April 2, 1981 
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Hon. William Webster 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Washington, D.C. 20535 

Dear Bill: - oy 

When you first took over the Burdau, I wrote you a note bringing 

to your attention a problem that the Select. Committee on_Assassination— 

was having obtaining access to Bureau records. I did it so that the 

problem, of which you were not aware, would not be an embarrassment 

to you. 

  

   

I now write a similar letter about the work of the technical 

people in the Technical Services Division on the acoustic studies 

of the Select Committee. Bill, they blew it. We asked them to speak 

with us before they released their finding, they refused, and did their 

work in secret and ended up not understanding what we did, as it is 

demonstrated in the attached memo. What happened is going to be made 

the subject of Congressional Hearings. It seems to me that you might 

well find it appropriate to check into the matter and correct the 

mistake publicly before that time. 

Sincerely, 

Ys ot 
G. Robert Blakey 

Professor of Law 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Honorable Louis Stokes, M.C. 

U. S. House of Representatives 

Washington, D. C. 20515 

FROM: Dr. James E. Barger 
Dr. Theodore L. Rhyne 
Mr. Edward C. Schmidt 
Dr. Jared J. Wolf 
Bolt Beranek and Newnan Inc. 

* 50 Moulton Street 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

DATE: 4 March 1981 

  

This memorandum details our disagreements with the FBI critique, found 

on pages 13 through 20 of their review, of our tests on the Dallas Police 

Department recording. 

On page 13 the FBI asserts that there are "at least" three known methods 

that could determine whether the four impulse patterns we found originated 

from Dealey Plaza. Their subsequent discussion of their three methods, to 

the exclusion of-the method we actually used, does not constitute a rational 

or an effective critique of the findings we obtained from the DPD recording. 

First, the FBI observes that we might have shown that all recorded 

events both just preceding and just following the four impulse patterns 

originated in Dealey Plaza. We found that this otherwise sensible method 

could not be relied upon because we were able to show that not even all 

recorded events during the time span of the four impulse patterns originated 

from the same radio transmitter. Since all of the transmitters might not 

be co-located, we could not assume that all recorded events came from the 

same place. 

Second, the FBI observes that we might have shown that the impulse 

patterns being analyzed were unique to Dealey Plaza. This method is the 

one that we developed when in 1976 we determined from recorded sounds at 

Kent State University the locations of the weapons that fired the first 

several shots back in 1970 by Ohio National Guardsmen. Analysis of the 

DPD recording did not admit a direct use of this method, because we had no 

prior knowledge about where the DPD recording microphone may have been - as 

we did for the Kent State recording. 

Our method for coping with this problem involved two techniques. The 

first technique (during the August 1978 acoustical reconstruction in Dealey 

Plaza) was to record the sound of the test shots at 36 different locations 

along the motorcade route. We then compared the DPD recording impulse 

L. -}1qaie- [VEER 
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Page 2 

4 March 1981 

patterns which each test shot recorded at each location to see if any 
combinations of test shot and microphone location showed a high correlation. 
We further recognized that even the 36 microphone locations that we used 
would not show precisely all the unique impulse patterns that are possible, 

because of the time it takes for acoustic impulses to travel from one 
microphone to the next. Therefore our second technique was to add a margin 
of uncertainty to the test shot echo patterns. This margin was to accept 
the coincidence of an impulse in a DPD impulse pattern with an echo in our 
reconstruction pattern if the two occurred with + 6 msec of each other. 
This process destroyed the uniqueness of our reconstruction echo patterns, 
but the 6 msec coincidence margin resulted in only a small increase in the 
likelihood that unrelated sources of impulses could generate patterns that 

would match the Dealey Plaza patterns. We demonstrated this fact by 
calculating that only 13 out of about 2000 impulse patterns produced by 
a random process would, on the average, match the four DPD recorded impulse 
patterns. We chose the random process for which all possible combinations 
of impulse locations in a finite number of time windows are equally likely 
to occur. We believe that this random process models quite well all possible 

permutations of the locations of echo-producing objects. 

But the key to our method, and the source of our method's power to 
discriminate between gunfire recorded by a microphone in Dealey Plaza and 
any other source of impulses on the DPD recording, was to test for the DPD 

microphone trajectory. We found that the locations of our microphones that 
picked up the reconstruction echo patterns that did match with four time- 
ordered impulse patterns on the DPD recording moved in the direction of the 
motorcade and at its rate of advance. Thereby, what we gave up in uniqueness 
of the reconstruction echo patterns we gained back by requiring a coherent 
microphone trajectory as an important, and obviously necessary requirement. 
The odds are Geishigis emalbthat any process could generate four different 
impulse patterns in a time sequence that causes each one to match a different 
reconstruction echo pattern measured at each of four microphones separated 
by the three distances dictated by the speed of the motorcade. 

The most meaningful and the most direct method of verifying whether we 

have proved that the impulse patterns on the DPD recording are caused by 

gunfire in Dealey Plaza is to examine independent evidence about the motorcycle 

trajectory and about the shot timing sequence that our analysis revealed. 

We did not hypothesize this trajectory, not did we hypothesize the timing 

sequence. The HSCA did find that both the motorcycle trajectory and the 

shot sequence we found were consistent with independent photographic evidence. 

a
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Page 3 
4 March 1981 

Finally, the FBI asserts that the third of three methods that could 
determine whether the DPD sound patterns that we tested originated in 

Dealey Plaza requires proof that someone saw a stuck microphone on Channel 1 
in Dealey Plaza. We know only of the testimony of Officer McLain that his 
microphone eften_stuck open, and that it might have been on Channel 1. 

Therefore: we did not devise our analysis on the basis of this method. 

On pages 14 and 15, the FBI report finds that the 50 msec time span 
analyzed by Weiss and Aschkenasy does not provide compelling evidence of 
amatch. We agree. We based our assessment of the third-shot match achieved 
by Weiss and Aschkenasy on their finding that 10 coincidences occurred 

between the 14 DPD impulses and the 12 reconstruction echoes that occurred 

in a 320 msec time span. The FBI offers no explanation for this occurrence, 
which is most unlikely if She cource Gf BStn-tmpulse patterns wae MOC a 
commone one. The common source would have to be gunfire in Dealey Plaza 
because that is how the reconstruction echoes were obtained. 

On page 15 the FBI report asserts that the recorded sound of a gunshot 

at Greensboro, N. C., was found to represent "The same impulsive pattern 

sound on the DPD recording during the Presidential assassination in November, 

1963". The repoft says that a probability of 95% or better can be assigned 

to the similarity between the Greensboro pattern and the alleged third shot 

pattern on the DPD recording. The data to back up this statement are not 

contained in the FBl report. We don't know how many impulses are present 

in the first 320 msec of the Greensboro impulse pattern. We do not know 

how many of these impulses are coincident with the 14 DPD impulses. Nor do 

we know what time-window was used for judging coincidence. 

Because the data are not revealed by the FBI, we cannot critique their 

conclusion that the two impulse patterns represent each other to better than 

95% probability. But even if the data were found to back up the 95% 

probability asserted by the FBI, no one could conclude from that fact that 

our technique was invalid. If the FBI tested each of their 39 echo patterns 

against the third impulse pattern on the DPD recording, they should expect to 

find about two such matches assuming that the Greensboro echo patterns are 

about 320 ms long. One cannot tell how long are the patterns in the FBI report, 

for they have omitted the time scale on the waveforms they do show. 

On pages 17 and 18 the FBI offers some data (without time scale) from 

Greensboro to show that other impulsive sounds produce echo patterns, besides 

gunshots. Of course all sounds produce echoes from any impedance 

discontinuity -- whether impulsive sounds or continuous sounds. Our analysis 

did not in any way assume that because there were echo patterns, therefore 

the favored sources of these sounds were gunshots.
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Neither BBN, nor Weiss and Aschkenasy used the presence or absence of 

a shock wave to determine if an impulsive sound was a gunshot. It would 

be wrong to do this. The shock wave occurs only if the projectile is 

supersonic, and only then if the angle between the line connecting the 

observer to the weapon and the projectile trajectory is less than the 

complementary of the Mach angle. 

On page 20 the FBI report lists five topics that they describe as 

problem areas and inconsistencies. Topic 1 refers to Table 4 of the W&A 

report, in which predicted gunshot echoes are arranged alongside those 

impulses in the Dictabelt recording that are closest to them in time. 

It certainly is true that several of the impulses that are listed in this 

table are less than one millisecond apart. The sentence cited by the FBI, 

in which W&A state that impulses that are so closely spaced are treated 

as one impulse is not inconcistent with these data since the statement 

refers to the method that was used to count the number of impulses that 

exceed the noise threshold. This is made explicit by the very next sentence, 

in which the number of such impulses is specified. 

Topic 2 refers to the fact that BBN demonstrated that loud impulses 

such as gunshots-are distorted upon transmission through the DPD radio 

system. We demonstrated this to show why we would base our analysis 

technique solely on the time-of-arrival of an impulse -- and not on the 

shape or amplitude of the impulse. The time that each impulse is transmitted 

by the radio is not distorted by the fact that the impulse is loud; only 

its shape and its amplitude. 

Topic 3 observes that no microscopic examination of the DPD dictabelt 

was conducted to see if the patterns analyzed are caused by surface 

imperfections. Of course the patterns we analyzed are caused by surface 

impressions -- that is how the recorder works. We did not find periodic 

impulses, such as would be caused by surface scratches that span more than 

one groove. We did find more loud impulses on the DPD recording than we 

found in the reconstruction impulse patterns. These were due to a variety 

of causes, including keying transients and probably surface imperfections 

as well. To suggest that the entire impulse patterns were caused by surface 

imperfections simply is to describe the physical manifestation of any unknown 

source of noise. We have tested the sensitivity of our technique to noise 

with our calculations to show the likelihood that noise will resemble 

gunshot echo patterns in Dealey Plaza.
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Topic 4 questions BBN's treatment of the matches between reconstruction 
echo patterns and DPD recording impulse patterns that do not lie on the 
about 11 mph locus. We agree that three or four loci could be about equally 
accepted, if there were no other evidence to help choose between them. 
However, the motorcycle noise is seen to diminish about four seconds before 
the spot where we have found that it was at the instant of the first shot. 
Since the motorcycle was then approaching a 120° left turn, it would have 
to slow down et that time. The locus we chose is the only one that allows 
for that. Finally, photographic evidence was found by the HSCA that showed 
a motorcycle on the locus that we had chosen. That independent verification 

is the best reason for rejecting as false alarms the matches found along other 

loci. 

Topic 5 deserves more explanation than has been given by Weiss and 

Aschkenasy. The slight time stretch introduced by them is more rigorous 

than the FBI supposes. We were unable to determine the exact recorded time 

scale because there were few clues. But an exact time scale could not be 

determined anyway because there is always a flutter induced in the time 

scale by the recorder speed fluctuations. We did determine that the DPD 

recorded time scale was 5% slow, + about 12. Scientific procedure requires 

that all possible time scales, within the range of possibility that we had 

determined, be searched to see if any time scale within this range produces 

a good match. Thus Weiss and Aschkenasy did search these values and they 

found a value of 4.3% that fits in the range extending from 4.0% to 6.0% 

that we had determined. 

In summary, we do not find any insights, data, or arguments in the FBI 

report that we believe will support their conclusions that our tests of 

the DPD recording are invalid. 

JEB: bd 

cc: M. Weiss 
BE. Aschkenasy



4/16/81 

JUDGE: 

RE: ACOMSTICAL REPORTS PUBLISHED BY 
TH OUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS     

  

   

Our Engineering Section has performed a prelimin 
review/analysis of the letter dated 4/2/81 and attached mat 
forwarded to you by G. Robert Blakey. 

This preliminary analysis (attached) indicates that 
there is no reason to modify the original FBI findings or 
position issued 11/19/80. The principal FBI scientist on this 
review is currently heavily committed to court testimony; 
however, I plan by the end of this month to have the Engineering 
Section review further Blakey's material. Results of this 
extended analysis will be documented early next month. 

As you know, the Departmental staff has underway an 

independent scientific study by the National Academy of Sciences 

(NAS). The NAS work was originally scheduled for completion in 

February 1981. However, their work is continuing and the 

completion date is indefinite. I believe we should hold to the 

findings of our November 1980 report and await the NAS study. 

If you desire, I will prepare a letter from you 
responding to Mr. Blakey. J 

WILLIAM A. BAYSE 

Lo? Cj) 

vu   



April 8, 1981 

Mr. Bayse: 

LETTER FROM MR. (} ROBERT BLAKEY TO 
THE DIRECTOR, DATED APRIL 2, 1981, 
WITH AN ATTACHED IMEMORANDUM FROM - 
BOLT BERANEK AND WEWMAN (BBN) TO 
CONGRESSMAN LOUIS STOKES, DATED 

' MARCH 4, 1981 

A. The April 2, 1981 xetter reflects that tho following - 
comments are made by Mr. Blakey, with remarks of the Engineering _ . 
Section following: 

i. Mr. Blakey states in the letter that the "technical 
people” in the TSD were. asked, but refused, to 
speak with personnel of the House Select Committee 
on Assassinations (HSG:.), before the TSD's findings 
were relcased. 

The Engineering Section has no record of the HSCA requesting 
a conference with TSD personnel during the review of the HSCA's 
acoustical reports. In fact, tho HSCA was disbanded on December .31, 
1978, and the TSD review did not begin until mid-1979. When the PEI, 

' forwarded its review to the Dopiztmont of Justice (DOJ), the : 
Engineering Section and the Criminal Investigative Division requested 
that a conference be held with personnel of the HSCA before public 
release of the findings. The DOJ chose not to have such a meeting. 

2. Mr. Blaxey states in tke letter that the “technical — 
people” in the TSD conducted their «ork in secret. 

The Engineering Section conducted a review of the HSCA 
acoustical roports at the request of the DOJ. Criminal Investigative 
Division and DOJ personnel were continually kept advised of the 
status of the review. 

3. Mr. Blakey states in ths letter that the TsD's 
personnel “ended up not: anderstanding" the HSCA's 
acoustical report. 

The TSD's review accurately summarized the public testimony 
and reports of the acoustical exrerts of the HSCA. . . 

| 
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', pattern was eliminated “...becawse it occurred only 1.05 sec later 

B. The March 4, 198] BBN memorandum is a critique of ' the TSD's November 19, 1980 review of the acoustical reports of the HSCA. Review of the memorandum by Engineering Section personnel , revealed a number of problem aroas. Four of the major problem areas . ax@ listed below with comments of the Engineering Section following: eg 

1. The BBN memorandum stotes that the four impulses . on the Dallas Police Lepartment (DPD) recording most likely originated in Dealey Plaza, principally because they matched enna of the test gunshot patterns, recorded in Dealey Plaza by BBN, in a 
time sequence that BSupSosedly reflects the direction and speed of the Presijential motorcade in 1963. 

The TSD's review, however, states that BBN actually - eliminated a number of matching test gunshot patterns because they 

and that these gunshot sounds were transmitted by a DPD motoroycle '. microphone located in the Presidontial motorcade. One pattern was not further analyzed because it would represent a gunshot "...fired in a direction opposite to that of the logical target." Another 

than earlier corrolations also obtained from the TSBD. The rifle cannot be fired that rapidly." BBN did not consider whether a second gunman could have. been at: the same location. Four impulsive patterns were eliminated becausu the specified motorcycle would probably be traveling too fast to be in the motorcade; however, the impulse could have been received by another motorcycle with an open microphone or in another part of’ the city. In other words, six | other gunshots may have occurred in Dealey Plaza, according to the '. BBN analysis, though not necessiirily aimed at President Kennedy or received by the specified motorcvele. 

BBN reflects in their March 4, 1981 memorandun that matching the four DPD impulses to the test gunshots in Dealey Plaza would, on the average, result ir. 13 random, nonsignificant matches. BBN only identified a total of 35 matches. 

2. The BBN memorandum states that "the most meaningful and the most direct method of verifying...that the impulse patterns on the DPD recording are caused by gunfire in Dealey Plaza is to oxamine independent. evidence about the motorcycle [direction and specd]) and about the shot timing sequence..." The HSCA 
found that the motorcycle direction and Speed “and the shot Ssequence...Wwe::c consistent with independent photographic evidence." 
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'- dmpulses on the DPp recording. 

.dn Figure 10 of the BBN report, 

.. peaks where no impulse peaks previously existed. 

  

° 
rd 

used by BBN’ 

* This method also does not, in seny way, reveal the origin of the "sounds that produced the DPD ‘npul ses, 

3. The BBN memorandum si:ates that 
not assume that echo patterns 
gunshot sounds. Also, 
and Aschkenasy used the 
a shock wave to de 
was &@ gunshot, * 

their analysis did 
always represent 

“neither BBN, nor Weiss 
prosence or absence of 

if an impulsive sound 

hewover, reflects that Woiss and Aschkonas: 
“the most effective and most 

some other like sound “is the sequence of delay times of the muzzle~ blast echoes. * However, in contradiction of their written report, Weiss in oral testimony before the Committce on December 29, 1978, stated that "...not so much the echo pattern as the @ of a shock wave..." would differentiate a gunshot from other impulsive sounds. Again contradicting themselves, Weiss and Aschkonasy stated in thoir written report that they mado no serious examination to determine if there was a shock wave present bef 

The BBN memorandum states that 
such as gunshots are distorted 
through the DPD radio systen, 
that each impulse 
not distorted,” | 

4. 
“loud impulses 
upon transmission 
{but} ecethne time 

is transmitted by the radio is 

The TSD's review, howover, reflects that tests performed by BBN on a radio system similar to that used by the DPD, and depicted 
showed considerable distortion of loud ulsive sounds, such as gunshots, which resulted in eliminatibn of impulse peaks, changing the por!.tion of poaks, and even producing new 
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_Notrgx ame r “Indiana 46556 

Dear Bob: A Key Rabeict |, Kew 
—F — ——— 

Cc Thank you for your letter of April 2, 1981, setting 
ISS forth your concerns regarding the FBI's analysis of the report of 

the Select Committee on Assassinations. As you may be aware, we 
performed the analysis at the request of the Justice Departmental 
staff. if 

In conducting the analysis, we honored the Departmental 
request to perform the work independently and within the scope of 
review which they prescribed. The resulting document accurately 
summarized the public testimony and reports of the accoustical 
experts of the Select Committce and our independent technical 
findings and observations concerning this material. 

Having reviewed your letter and the accompanying tech- 
nicel paper, we believe the best course of action is to await the 

. forthcoming Department of Justice study by the National Academy 
of Sciences which will analyze further the relevant accoustical 
evidence and other information related to the events surrounding 
the Presidential assassination. 

wager eciate your efforts and candor in forwarding your 
views and I Sate your interest in ensuring that objective, , . 
scientificalfy supportable conclusions are reached in Sa QD 
important analys1s. | DE-117 (4% _ ht] 249 SLY, ; 

; 35 “y Sincerely, 
ry) “Tl ee) 

nce AD lov. wapsc}y! ZS . we 
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feeadtes_. «= Mr. Colwell William H. Webster - 
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Cri. bev. 1 - Mr. Bays@ BT, Ce 
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dermey  L’= Mr. fWipee AS tv, Oren. Hv. Roc. Mont. . ' 
Logel Cove. f. - Tech. Servs, Plea. & losp. VW 2 Exec. AD-Ad Ident. Training 
vee eee wheter - | i Exec. AD-inv. _! intel, Ct. of Cong. 

Treieiag . , a |r ? Exec. AD-LES_—s«_s—s«éL.xborutory. ts Public Alt 
Poblic Als. OH. _ . 
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April 29, 1981 
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